The DDL-8700B-7 is a direct-drive, high-speed, lockstitch machine with an automatic thread trimmer that sews graceful, high-quality seams on many kinds of fabric.

**Thread trimming unit adjusting hole (Plain knife type)**
Thread trimming unit adjusting hole is provided. Adjustment of the hook timing (temporary fixing) can be carried out without tilting the sewing machine.

**LED light is provided as standard.**
A thinner LED light is provided near the needle entry area. Its illuminance can be adjusted in five steps.

**Touch back switch**
The operator can adjust the position of the touch-back switch for easier operation according to the sewing product and other sewing conditions.

**Ports**
Connectors can be inserted into the ports without removing the cover.

**Direct-drive type**
Since the sewing machine has no V-belt, the operator needs neither to clean up shavings from the V-belt, nor adjust the V-belt tension.

**Feed-cam timing adjusting hole**
The adjusting hole is provided on the top of the arm. This hole facilitates adjustment of the feed-cam timing.
By providing a presser foot with a higher lift (13mm), a light-touch stitch dial, a throat plate with marker grooves that can be used as guide for seam allowance, and other easy-to-operate functions, the burden on the operator is lightened, and productivity is further increased.

The machine has easy-to-operate functions to achieve improved operability.

The machine provided as standard with attachment mounting seats.

The machine is provided as standard with extra attachment mounting seats for attachment of new auxiliary parts in the future. The extremely high durability of the seats ensures an extended service with frequent replacement of attachments.

Reliable thread trimming mechanism.

The machine comes with a thread trimming mechanism that performs speedy and reliable thread trimming to achieve highly efficient sewing work.

The location of the hinge to prevent the sewing material from being caught by the hinge.

The hinge is located as such so as to prevent the material from being caught by it, thereby improving workability.
The sewing machine has been integrated with the control box and the operation panel for ease of use.

DDL-8700B-7
The DDL-8700B-7 is an eco-friendly product which complies with JUKI ECO PRODUCTS standards for protecting the environment.

Please note when placing orders, that the model name should be written as follows:

Machine head

DDL8700B  S  H  N

Application  Code
Medium-weight  S
Heavy-weight  H

Wiper and one-touch type reverse feed
Wiper  Code
Not provided  0B
Provided  WB

One-touch type reverse feed  Code
Provided  0B
Provided  WB

Power supply  Code
Single-phase 220V~240V (for CE)  N

Auto-lifter  Code
Not provided  AK8S
Provided  AK8SB

Option

- Thread clamp device
  [Part No. : 40139555]
- Auto-lifter AK8SB
  (Pedal-driven)
  [Part No. : 40140416]

Specifications and appearance are subject to change without prior notice for improvement.
Read the instruction manual before putting the machine into service to ensure safety.
This catalogue prints with environment-friendly soy ink on recycle paper.
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